If ... provisions fail to arrive ... armies will be in difficulty.

Sun Tzu¹.
GIS opens a new study area and perspective in WWI historiography.

Coordinate data.
War materiel data.
A serviceman’s diary.

A database.

Projecting WWI maps onto a single map project.

A new way of looking at war...
Warren Lewington (MRes: Modern History)

Department of Modern History, Macquarie University.
FOAR705 – Digital Humanities
Proof of Concept Presentation

A WWI limber video
(ABC News).
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Introduction

Research Topic

This study is about an Australian serviceman’s experience serving in World War One Field Artillery Battery (FAB) supply logistics in Belgium. The diary was written by Private (driver) Alfred James Lewinton.

The study will combine:
• A FAB transport serviceman’s diary,
• A database compiled from disparate WWI sources,
• Geographic Information System digital mapping,
• WWI military maps overlaid on digital maps,
• Social History analysis.

This study attempts a new methodology for war studies.

I will make conclusions about WWI Field Artillery Battery logistics using men and horses for quantifiably industrial-era supply tasks.
The study’s overall process information work-flow.

References:
AWM Maps.
Unit Diaries.
Division diaries.
Museum archives.
Books.
Papers.
Literature.
Photos/images/film.
Oral histories.
Background

This study is utilising digital mapping technologies recently used in archaeological studies. This study applies mapping technologies to movements and logistics of WWI FAB. This is new.

Geomapping technologies will be overlaid with period maps. Transport service movements and routes will be plotted, and war materiel transportation analysed.

A new viewpoint of the role transport services played in the victory will be explored.

Further, the experience of one serviceman against the plans of high commands will be explored.

This is an interdisciplinary study. Marc Bloch highlighted that inter disciplinarian works like Durkheim’s philosophy and Vidal de la Bloche’s geography left indelible marks on historiography².

Now, incorporating principles of geo-mapping with WWI historiography and social histories opens a new way of looking at war which is a logical and rational approach to furthering our knowledge of WWI.
This Proof of Concept

• Showed that disparate primary resources data about Australian WWI FAB logistics exists.
• Proved the primary source data can still be linked to WWI military maps.
• Shows WWI period maps can be overlaid onto modern digital maps in a Geographic Information System (GIS) software package.
• Found that primary resource logistic data can be used to plot WWI FAB transport movements.
• Shows the experiences of a WWI FAB transport serviceman’s work can be contrasted with the plans made by high commands.
• Tested and confirmed a range of technologies will work with this study methodology.
• Demonstrates the proposed process flow will be effective for this project.
Scoping

For this project to be successful I had to make sure that:

- Logistics information about Australian Field Artillery Batteries was available.
- WWI maps appropriate to this study were available.
- I understood Geographic Information Systems principles.
- WWI maps could be overlaid onto GIS digital maps accurately.
- A data model could be made for the primary sources, WWI maps, the GIS mapping (spatial) data database.
- A referencing software package could cover the breadth of my technological and historiographical referencing.
- I obtained new typesetting skills using ConTeXT.
- My process flow and technology choices were effective.

A portion of a WWI Message Map, from September 1917 (Australian War Memorial).
Elaboration

**Primary Sources.**

**Suitable WWI Maps.**

**Learning GIS principles.**

**Overlaying WWI Maps.**

**The data model.**

**Referencing using JabRef.**

**ConTeXT typesetting.**

Extract from Private (driver) Alfred James Lewington’ war diary.
Primary Sources

Primary Sources were found at the Australian War Memorial.
The proof of Concept document chosen was:

**RCDIG1014546**: AWM4 Australian Imperial Force unit war diaries, 1914-18 War; Artillery.

**Item Number**: 13/32.19;

**Title**: Headquarters, 4th Australian Field Artillery Brigade; October 1917.

Pages and file notes of this file were extracted and made. They are located on this GitHub link.

Close reading and analysis of this unit diary found the following data:

- Ammunition firing rates.
- Map grid coordinates related to artillery.
- Transport related grid coordinates.
- Artillery movements.
- Communications related to logistics.
- Other information to assist with the social history.

... presence and absence from the archive are signs we must interpret in order to understand how they fit into the larger landscape\(^3\). Arlette Farge.
Suitable WWI Maps.

Within the unit diary were located maps that were highly detailed, could be extracted, and prepared for overlay onto a digital map in a geographic information system software package.

I had to research and learn about which map projection British (hence Australian) military cartographers WWI used.

This is amazing …
The Bonne projection was used. It is an ancient Belgian projection first used in the 16th Century!
Learning GIS

- I compiled a GIS principles reference file using ConTeXT and stored it on GitHub.

- I installed QGIS (Quantum) GIS – an open source geographic information system software package.

- I learnt to install a digital map of the world into a QGIS project file.
  - Getting Started Exercise
  - Install or add a map to QGIS
  - Adding maps to QGIS: OpenLayers Plug in

- I obtained knowledge about Coordinate Reference Systems.
Overlaying WWI Maps

- I had to prepare a WWI map as a “Raster” file for overlaying onto a QGIS digital map.
- I had to learn and carry out the process to overlay a WWI map works:
  - Make sure the appropriate Raster CRS is used.
  - Make sure the correct CRS is used with the digital map.
  - Load the Raster file.
  - ‘Peg’ or locate to match landmarks on the WWI map and the QGIS project map.
  - Build a “Ground Control Point” table file and a second GCP table.
  - Make sure the overlay has worked.
  - Determine how to improve the process (Many GCPs must be used, otherwise skew errors are found - see bottom right image).
The Data Model

The data model design documents and collateral are stored on Github.

QGIS incorporates a PostgreSQL module. More details about my PostgreSQL work is here.

PostgreSQL is a SQL based database module which is ideal for this type of dataset work.

It is open source, and the data can be reused, transported and stored indefinitely for other researchers to easily use.
Referencing Using JabRef

After reviewing available referencing software, JabRef was selected.

JabRef is an open source and free referencing software package which enables seamless referencing.

JabRef was simple to install, learn and allows you to create your own reference types according to your requirements.

JabRef allows for working with a SQL database that is shared amongst colleagues, or is remote from the computer you are using JabRef on.

You can use JabRef with MS Word.

JabRef is designed to work to the BibTeX (pronounced Bib te'k') standard, an international standard that produces reference information in an interchangeable code.

JabRef is designed to work with ConTeXT.
Learning ConTeXt

ConTeXt (pronounced Kon Te'k') is a powerful typesetting program that was first developed in the mid 1980s. It is a mark-up language used to control and manage document production.

Compared to other desktop publishing software like MS Word, Pages and Adobe InDesign, ConTeXt is fast, and very effective.

It is available for free. Installation was a very old school command line exercise.

It also provides powerful formatting options for displaying mathematic and scientific equations, something I may require.

Using ConTeXt, I compiled a GIS Reference manual which you can find here. My ConTeXt code file can be found here for my GIS Reference Manual.

My ConTeXt code repository is here.
Results

- I found primary sources that would be suitable for this study.
- My archive searching has found suitable WWI maps.
- These maps can be prepared and overlaid onto modern digital maps.
- I have learnt the basics of GIS systems.
- WWI maps can be overlaid onto modern digital maps.
- Map preparation requires more consultation with archivist contact (Kerrie Leech and colleagues) at the Australian War Memorial.
- Setting many ground control points is essential to accurate overlays.
- The database is going to assist the project’s goals.
- My project data will be reusable, and can be made easily available for further research.
- My proposed use of JabRef and ConTeXt as thesis production tools will work well.
Conclusions

• This study will present a new methodology for studying World War One.
• The technologies and process flow proposed will work as a project methodology, with elaboration lessons applied.
• It contrasts a serviceman’s real work against the plans made by the high commands.
• It extends work by Kimberley Kagan (*The Eye of Command*) and Sir John Keegan's (*The Face of Battle*).
• My study challenges traditional histories written by leaders, victors and historians, by using modern digital technologies and personal rank-and-file experiences, explores war from the common-man’s back-line service view, something rarely studied in WWI historiography.
• My study will be able to ask and answer questions about using pre-modern horse transport for industrial-quantity war materiels, something rarely explored.
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